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After being named one of San Diego’s Top 5 Leading Women in business, Zlata’s previous life’s work by exampling the capabilities of the physical 
body, as a wellness educator, subsequent to her rise as a 26 time body building medalist, turned book author and podcast producer with over 5.2 
million downloads, Zlata suddenly faced an existential consumerism crisis. 
The unexpected awakening led Zlata to a comprehensive study of the human mind, earning Board Certified Practitioner training in Integrative 
Psychology and Neuro-linguistic programming, with alternative studies of human evolution in Transpersonal Psychology, Spiral Dynamics & Integral 
Theory of Evolution. As a founder and leadership director of educative accelerator Star Seedz, Zlata bridges her in depth knowledge in human 
behavior evolution and start up experience to build a more purposeful, profitable companies that create impact for the planet.



Zlata’s upcoming podcast, “The Sound of Light” is an 
innovative series on synergistic expansionist of the 
future of technology and bridge of consciousness 
between innovation and mankind. She engages in 
critical dialogues with the most prominent voices in 
today’s edge technology, discussing future one itera-
tion at a time.

Zlata is the founder and leadership director of the Star 
Seedz — an educative, longevity centered business 
accelerator. Star Seedz ushers a new paradigm of 
integral business practices reaching to transpose the 
relationship to purpose, profit & planet as a driver of 
the business model for the future. Taking the guessing 
out of how, and focusing on the what, as business faces 
a paradigm shift while we simultaneously welcome A.I. 
into an increasingly awakening society

ANEW JOURNEY

THE SOUND
OF LIGHT 

THE NEXT ITERATION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

STAR SEEDZ

The content of the podcast includes topics like We the 
Cyborgs, Destination AGI, Future of Work, The Rise of 
Robots, Ai Powered Family; The Wows and The Risks. 

“The Sound of Light” is featuring Nick Bostrom, Ben 
Goertzel, Trent McConaghy and many more. 



CREATING
SINGULARITY

KEYNOTE

• AI Ethics
• Socio-cconomic Impact of
   AI & technology expansion
• Technology for wellness
• Technology for productivity 
• Women in Technology 
• Building start ups

A.I. is changing everything, but for the 
better? Robotics start-up founder, 
and serial entrepreneur Zlata 
Sushchik, will share key discoveries 
regarding future pathways in Artificial 
Intelligence and next iteration of 
entrepreneurship. Although her first 
start-up accomplished significant 
numbers, it left her unfilled and asking 
the deeper questions about what it 
means to create an impactful, 
purposeful technology business.

She shares insights from both her start-up experience 
and her personal quest for a more meaningful way to 
lead. Being a meaningful player in A.I. will require a 
redirection of perspective, a bridge between the 
masculine and the feminine for innovation, creation, 
and expansion as we move toward the Singularity. 

TOPICS
• Future of work
• Singularity
• Female leadership
• Sustainability
• Corporate Social
   Responsibility



@zlatassx

FEATURED IN

BOOK THE KEYNOTE

zlata@zlatassx.com

zlatassx.com


